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An Important Notice:
The PVMIRROR wants your views and
comments. Please send them by e-mail to:

avineberg@yahoo.com

PV Mirror es una publicación semanal. Certificados
de licitud de título y contenido en tramite. Prohibida
la reproducción total o parcial de su contenido,
imágenes y/o fotografías sin previa autorización por
escrito del editor.

NOTE:

To Advertisers & Contributors and those with public
interest announcements, the deadline for publication is:

2:00 pm on Monday of the
week prior to publication.

250 words max, full name,
street or e-mail address and/
or tel. number for verification
purposes only. If you do not
want your name published, we
will respect your wishes. Letters
& articles become the property
of the PVMIRROR and may be
edited and/or condensed for
publication. The articles in this
publication are provided for the
purpose of entertainment and
information only. The PV Mirror
City Paper does not accept
any responsibility or liability
for the content of the articles
on this site or reliance by any
person on the site’s contents.
Any reliance placed on such
information is therefore strictly
at such person’s own risk.

You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm
Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners. Better

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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Three Hens and a Rooster - a market
Gloria Sue

(a.k.a. Mama Vallarta)

What a strange year this
has been with many changes,
ya ‘know!
Like going to a birthday or
baby shower on our screens
like we’re part of some kind
of reality show.
Soon comes the day of love
and friendship, as it’s called
in Mexico; and it’s the perfect
time to give handmade gifts
to those that are special and
you want them to know.
So, without any more
rhyming or further ado, here
are some ideas from our
market that I offer to you:

(See location number on Central Map)

Three Hens and a Rooster is located on the Island Cuale, Local # 3 between the ILVallarta bridge and Oscar’s restaurant.
Open on Saturdays from 9 to 1. From all of us at the Three Hens and a Rooster - a market we wish you a pleasant week.
And Mama says: “Stay safe, stay strong and stay positive!”
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Your Comments
avineberg@yahoo.com

Dear Editor,
Let me, first, say that I appreciate your
publication and it has always served me
with the latest goings-on for my favorite
destination location. Actually, my husband
and I are permanent residents (in our fifth
year, since 2016) after being a frequent guest
since 1983. We enjoyed residency in Cinco
de Diciembre, then Versalles, before we
moved to the Marina area in 2018.
I find that the on-line issues serve my
purpose when I can’t get a printed issue.
Whenever I find a PV Mirror as I peruse
the Marina Malecón or on one of my few
excursions into Centro, I’m always so exited!
I realize that some of your contributors are
not trained in writing, research, and maybe
not even grammar; sometimes that’s exactly
what gives a more personal and local feel to
the publication. Recently, I was blessed with
finding two current issues and feel compelled
to offer the following, for your consideration.
Please understand that my noted observations
are not a criticism, but rather, what I hope to
be an honest and objective perspective.
RE: Issue #634: “My View,” by Jennifer
Mann: I sensed a strong biased perspective
that was somewhat off-putting. I realize
this truly WAS her view, but it expressed
such extreme and one-sided views that it
could have (as it did for my “objectivity”)
put off some of your very devoted readers.
Momentarily, it did for me. I even considered
never reading your publication, again,
because of the article.

I changed my mind! Because I try to
maintain a level of objectivity in spite of my
“view,” I will not allow her “view” to sway
me from the special treat of indulging in the
PV Mirror!
I LOVE your contributors, some of which
add a touch of humor to their columns, and
look forward to future issues. Thank you
and your team for gifting me this valuable
publication. And, thank you for receiving
my letter.
Casey

Dear Editor,
This is to Ron Almstead: 13 years in
PV. Maybe too much sun and too many
margaritas. Where have you been for the
last 4 years? We have had a psychopathic
criminal in the white House who has
mustered a following of white supremist and
neo fascists gangs who attacked the Capitol,
following his orders.
Any American who wasn’t repulsed by
Jan 6th is living in a bubble. Wake up and
try something other than Fox News for
information.
To Jan Love Helgeson: Let’s all sit around
a camp fire and roast marshmallows and sign
songs. Forget what is happening in the US.
The problem with that is waking up to armed
militia following orders from a deranged
president.
Good bye to the garbage in the White
House that we have had to smell for 4 years.

You and Ron can now enjoy the peaceful
serenity of PV... not caring as the world
around you collapses.
Herbert

Hola Allyna,
This is a true story that has brought my
friends, young and old, here, there and
everywhere, a little LOCK-DOWN humour.
Print it if you want... from another good
Canadian living the good life in PV!
In PV we are still locked down and most
seniors (over 60) feel they are also locked
up. We are not allowed in any big box
stores (including Walmart), no malls and
only a couple grocery stores might let you in
without ID prove (La Comer 8 a.m. – 10 a.m.
and Sam’s Club 7 a.m. – 9 a.m.)!
So today... me, myself and I decided to try
to get into something, anything, after 11 a.m.!
I headed to Galerias Mall and a nice young
fellow showed me a card in English stating
“No persons over 60 allowed”; I smiled
behind my mask and reply “No problema, mi
no 60 anos, gracius.” He was so stunned I
just walked right in.
Next I headed to Sam’s Club. The ATM
I used is just inside the exit, so I thought if
they don’t let me in the front door I’ll just
come back, pretend I have to get more money
or walk to the baños and then slip through a
cashier’s line.
But, better yet, at the front entrance a lady
put her hand up to stop me; when I happened
to see the lady with the temperature gauge...
and I started speaking in friendly Spanish to
her; and then just walked by the other lady
before she could stop me! I was in!
Shopped till I dropped and as I am leaving,
I decide “What the hell - I’m going to try
Walmart too!”
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At their front door, again a young guy
said in Spanish I wasn’t allowed, and I said
in Spanish “Sorry I don’t understand the
problem”. He took me to the huge sign on the
wall just outside and pointed to the English.
No people over 60 allowed. I pointed to the
60 and said “No problem, I am not 60” and I
started to walk in. He stopped me and asked
for ID proof. I said sorry I don’t have MX ID.
He said American? I said no, Canadian and he
said okay.
I took out my very old driver’s licence...
putting a finger over most of my July 14,
1949 birthday, so all he could see was the
‘49’ and I said “See I am 49; but good job
asking”. Yes, you know it... I just walked
right in !!!!
Ha, ha, ha… another wonderful, fun day
living in paradise, these adventures keep me
young, well, young at heart anyway!
Nancy

Dear Editor,
We are in old town, and normally I see
your paper at different places around or near
Olas Altas or Basilio Badillo, but on this trip
I haven’t been able to find any. Can you help
me to find some nearby locations please? I
love reading your paper, know it is available
online, but I’m one of the old school folks
who enjoys an actual newspaper!
Thank you.
Tonia
Dear Tonia,
Try to go to your favorite pick-up
points no later than Saturday. Due to the
current situation, we’ve had to reduce our
circulation, so those papers we distribute on
Fridays don’t last as long as they normally
would.
The Ed.

Dear Editor,
Went to Chedraui and La Comer. Allowed
to enter with only a temperature check and a
dab of hand sanitizer.
No age limitation. There are places where
those of us over 60 can shop for groceries and
other necessities.
Costco and Walmart are still closed to
those of us over 60.
Some stores are experiencing lower than
normal sales volumes and income while a
few others are laughing all the way to the
bank.

A note to “Over 60 and healthy” (last
week’s comments):
There are people in this town who are
existing on a very limited budget; probably less
than 10% of your monthly retirement income.
They can’t afford to shop for things at a local
corner store where some of the prices are 10%
to 50% higher than at places like Walmart and
Soriana. Also the local corner stores don’t
carry some necessary items. There are people
who are proud to say they shop at La Comer.
What they are really saying is that they can
afford to shop at a store where the prices are
10% to 100% higher than some other grocery
stores in town.
Then there are people in this town who
watch the cost of what they buy. They are
not cheap; they just can’t afford to spend
hard earned money frivolously and foolishly.
Many of them are over 60.
Pablo Gonzalez G.

Hello,
Canadian here. After reading a few of the
comments about Jennifer Mann’s “My View”
article in the Jan. 15-21 Mirror, I thought
I’d step in.
I don’t disagree with some comments that
this publication may not be the place for
political discourse, but I wholeheartedly
agree with every word in Jennifer’s article.
Those who don’t are simply complicit in
bringing down an America that many loved
and admired from within or from afar. I have
watched the downfall of the US over the last
4 years and the most recent act of domestic
terrorism must have everyone on red alert. If
not, you are not for your country but against
it. Shame on you.
Maggie P.

Dear Allyna,
Thank you for these many years of
useful and interesting information in your
publication.
Recently I had a Real Estate transaction for
a simple process. It was becoming a major
problem until I read an article written by
Harriet Murray. She wrote out all the proper
(legal) information that righted the wrong of
the Notario.
Her article saved me tens of thousands of
pesos.
A Devoted Reader.
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Welcome, Home!
Sheryl Novak

Rocking and reclining in Vallarta
Unlike the image of rocking on
the front porch, if you live here in
Vallarta, you have chosen to rock
on a terrazza in paradise! That old
wood rocker is passé. The new,
modern recliner is in!
When you think of a recliner, the
first image that may come to mind
is a memory of your grandfather’s
overstuffed, patterned chair. This
traditional style was bulky and
puffy with the wood lever on the
side. It had two positions – open
and closed. Although you can still
find this style on the market, things
have come a long way, baby!
When it comes to recliners,
today’s design is sleek and slim.
This look fits in much better
in modern style condos with
contemporary or modern décor.
The width of the chair itself has
streamlined as well as the arms.
These modern designs are not
overstuffed yet are still incredibly
comfortable. For smaller spaces,

wall hugger recliners are a new
option.
New recliners no longer only
offer the lever on the exterior of
the chair. Instead, you can get the
control cleverly concealed on the
inside. Some do not even require a
lever. Called a pushback recliner,
this is an excellent design. To
relax in the open position, just
push on the arms and press down
with your back. With the chair in
the upright position, it looks just
like a standard chair – no lever.
Today’s slimline recliners also
offer upgrades. You can add
a rocking motion or a gliding
motion to your recliner. If you
have difficulty relaxing and
falling asleep, a rocker recliner
should have you off to la-la land
in no time. Whereas the rocker
mechanism is an arched track, the
glider mechanism is a linear track.
The motion of a glider is smoother
than the rocker.

Many styles also have a swivel
option - perfect for open area
living spaces. You can turn the
chair to the kitchen / dining or the
living / TV area, depending on
where the activity is happening.
A well-made recliner should last
about 25 years. Remember to buy
for the future as well as for today.
What will be the shape of your
knees, shoulders, hips, and back
in ten years? Pulling on a lever or
kicking in a footrest will put extra
stress on your body. If you have a
little more room in your budget, a
power recliner is a great solution.
For the nominal cost, it is well
worth opting for the power model.
Unlike the standard, manual
model, you can adjust a power
recliner to the incline it feels the
most comfortable. It does not just
have a few pre-set options. This
added feature gives so much more
versatility to the chair. Should you
be concerned about being too far
away from a power outlet, worry
not! Recliners are now available
with battery packs. In my opinion,
the battery pack is the way to
go here in Vallarta. With power
surges in our electrical grids, the
battery pack eliminates risk. You
only need to charge the battery
overnight, and it will last for over
500 openings. The battery packs

do not rust, and in all the years we
have offered them, we have not
had any issues.
As with any furniture, always
buy from a manufacturer who
uses the right materials and
manufacturing
processes
is
critical. Check for proper frame
construction and quality cover
material. All upholstery fabric
should have a minimum of
10,000 rub durability, and leather
should be genuine leather. Do
not purchase any recliner, sofa or
sectional in tacto piel, which is the
worst cover on the market. Tacto
piel is the furniture cover sold in
many stores that will crack and
peel in six to twelve months.
It’s essential to buy a brand name
you know or from a company that
you trust. You worked hard to
relax in Vallarta Nayarit – take
full advantage of a new, modern
recliner.
Want to see one and try it out? Visit
us in our store at 363A Constiución
just off Basilio Badillo (where
the buses are). Or, contact me at
sa.novak@solutionsmexico.com
or through our website at www.
solutionsmexico.com We offer
the Palliser brand of recliners,
sofas and sectionals – the best
and most comfortable products in
Mexico.
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From Here
Yes, 2020 is gone and a new era has begun…
It’s 2021.
But as I write this, it’s Groundhog Day and it seems
to me that it just continues to be same, same…
Actually, it’s not. It’s getting worse. To wit: The Prime Minister of
Canada (for whose dad I voted before moving down here) has just decided
not to let his people go - to Mexico or the Caribbean, ‘till the end of April!
A few years back, when the States were going through another stretch of
tough times, Canadians kept this town going. Now they can’t even help.
And, in case you didn’t know, the authorities have extended the partial
lockdown for another couple of weeks, though they’ve opened the gyms
and parks …for physical activities, with a maximum of 50% occupancy
levels. What’s the Lazaro Cardenas Park 50% occupancy? Probably what
it’s at during the Saturday markets, but those remain closed, as do the
theaters, until Friday, the 12th. Sheesh!

A couple of weeks ago, I wrote about the fact that the “authorities”
decided to change the giant letters at the northern entrance to town. They
did, using a design by artist Pipo Brockmann, who used (are you ready?)
mirrors! Can you imagine what happens to drivers’ vision when the
sunlight reflects off it at certain times of the day? Personally, I preferred
the 14 letters just the way they were, much easier to read too, with Manuel
Lepe-type designs on them.
And now for something totally different… Used to be that vendors’ stalls
used to highlight T-shirts with different sayings on them, most dealing with
the vendors’ distaste of the previous president of the U.S. Nowadays, those
have disappeared, replaced by some that read “Pinche Covid”. Loosely
translated, the first word means f*&^ing. Yup. I agree.
Low point for us this past week: Our distributor called on Friday to tell
us that the Tourism Office in the main square was closed, leaving him with
hundreds of copies of the Mirror. We tried to redistribute them around the
south side, only to get a phone call from them -on Tuesday!- complaining
that they didn’t receive any papers and people were asking for them. Well,
hey…
High point for me this past week: My friends and I went to Chez Elena
on their 2-for-1 Thursday evening dinner. What a delight! And our old
friend Jorge sang… What a beautiful voice that man has! And the food,
well, what can I say? Superb, as always.
Until next time, please keep well, healthy, far enough away from everyone,
and wear your face mask whenever you go out. sheis@ymail.com

marciavallarta@gmail.com

Marcia Blondin

Moving
It’s hard to say exactly how many thousand pieces of inventory
have been taken from one locale to another. Arte Viviente is
moving (you see the progressiveness? That’s because we are not
done!) from a good location to a great one with more access to
foot traffic, parking, and we hope a lot less dust. We have a third
again more space - over 300 square meters - that is currently
buried in above-mentioned inventory. One more challenging
day of transferring from Morelos to Libertad, then the fun will
begin in earnest: The UNpacking.
And that, my friends, will have to wait until next time.
Forgive this mind-numbing tedious excuse of a column. It’s
what moving does to everyone - reduces us to just above-idiot
status, bone-tired and yearning for massive amounts of alcohol
even if we don’t drink.
One day we will look back on this and laugh. From Here.

(See location number on Central Map)

Anna Reisman
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My View
jenniferwriter@gmail.com

Jennifer Mann

Ode to shops, big and small

(See location number on Central Map)

Vallartans are lucky to have so many wonderful shopping choices
showcasing artisans, craftsmen, weekly markets and even the
puestos de frutas y verduras dotting every neighborhood.
Surprises abound in shops big and small. I’ve even found some
wonderful eye-catching treasure-trinkets in some of the seemingly
one million farmacias in the bay area.
I have my favorite antique store, winding and wending through
nooks and crannies, never knowing what I’ll find! And head up the
creaky stairs - carefully, though! - and even more treasures abound.
It’s where I found my first cherished purchase after moving to
Vallarta over two years ago - a red wooden heart pounded with
rusty nails, perfectly encapsulating the heartache of losing my son
a scant three years prior.
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And the city is dotted with artist co-ops, bringing together the
talents of so many, including local and regional Mexican artisans
and craftsmen and craftswomen, and talented expats who’ve made
their homes here, some for decades. One of the newer ones, Arte
Viviente, in the process of moving and re-opening soon at the
corner of Libertad and Matamoros, has been a wonderful addition
to El Centro [downtown] for locals and tourists alike. (Still hoping
to snag one of the beautiful hand-painted tables I saw at its previous
locale...)
And the street stalls, stocked with who-knows-what! Surprises
always await. While the flea market on the Isla Cuale and the stalls
running along Basilio Badillo near Olas Altas are probably the bestknown ones by happenstance of their locations, every colonia has
its own little flea markets, including one on Calle Vicente Guerrero
in Pitillal, the road that curves behind the Correos de México (post
office).
Every time I go to check my mail, I roll down the window and
creep along the street, eyeing and amazed at the variety of goods
laid out for sale, and occasionally inquire, and perhaps even
bargain, over some carefully displayed trinket.
And of course, the (mostly) beloved beach vendors. Since I
spend most Mondays at the same restaurant on the beach, I’ve
gotten to know some of them a bit, including the one who carved
and painted a lovely oval bowl I keep on my kitchen counter, and a
couple of favorite pareos bought from a gentleman with a physical
disability that seemingly never slows him down.
On my way to lunch recently to meet a new friend who I bonded
with over a shared love of Linda Rondstat, I came across an
entrepreneurial beach vendor, a young woman, selling beautifully
crafted beaded mask holders.
Yikes, who ever thought a year ago we’d need such things, but
we do. I bought a half dozen, including picking out one with purple
beads and cute little hand-carved turtles, one I thought my new
friend would like since she told me she was wearing a purple shirt!
And then there are the neighborhood fruit and vegetable stands,
and even the tortilla shops, including the one three doors down
from mine, where you can not only buy warm, freshly-made
tortillas, but also delicious and interesting home-made sauces
and chili concoctions, which I suspect vary from neighborhood to
neighborhood.
For the first 18 months I lived here, I made weekly runs to La
Comer and Costco. In the past 11 months, limited by Covid19
protocols, I’ve stretched those trips out to every three weeks. But
that’s only been made possible by the tiendas and local stands,
selling not only fresh fruits and vegetables, but cheeses, eggs laid
that morning, and lots of other interesting items as well, including
what have become my favorite tostadas, bearing the motto, “con
todo el sabor de Puerto Vallarta”, or “with all the flavor of Puerto
Vallarta.”
In this case, the motto refers to a particular brand of sesame
tostadas, but really, it’s a perfect encapsulation for all sorts of
purveyors in the bay area, each selling their own flavor of Vallarta.
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Paradise and Parenting

Thirteen married years
Leza Warkentin

www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

This week my husband and I celebrated thirteen years of
wedded bliss. And by “celebrated”, I mean an early dinner on
a Wednesday night in a nearly-empty restaurant with an outdoor
patio. And by “bliss” I mean we are fully aware of each other’s
hygiene customs and have agreed to stay together anyway.
I’m kidding, mostly. And it probably sounds a little
battle-weary for only thirteen years of marriage. Here is the
unvarnished data: Gilberto and I met twenty years ago. We
have been together for nearly nineteen years. We’ve been
parents together for sixteen, and he’s been a dad for twentytwo. Let me also present the following evidence:
I thought our anniversary was on February 2nd. I asked my
husband. It took him about a minute to say (hesitantly) that he
wondered if it wasn’t actually the third (it was).
The most I’ve dressed up in the last ten months was for a
pajama party at Christmas (we got family pajamas this year, so
yeah, I’m fancy.)
The last time we were alone was a week ago Saturday, when
we went on an 8-km walk as a way to try to get back into shape.
The reason we were alone is because our kids refused to go. By
the time we got home, I was sweating, exhausted and very sad
about my physical condition.
So things have been a little less than romantic lately. We
chalk that up to a few different things. One is the fact that we
have teenagers and they think every nice thing we say to each
other is gross and cheesy. Any display of our physical affection
is cause for dramatic retching noises.
Another is that we are getting older and extremely comfortable
with one another. Probably another is that we are busy and
stressed. Regular life is stressful. Pandemic life is over the top.
Don’t get me wrong, I still think romance is great. The heartfluttery feelings are nice (as long as they are unrelated to the
two cups of coffee I have in the morning, because then I know
I have to cut back, and I really would rather not). But, even if
the romance isn’t quite as frequent as it used to be, you do get
some other things in return.
I get to shake his shoulder at 3 a.m. when the night is too dark
to sit in all by oneself. And he will sit up and hold me close,
telling me it’s going to be ok.
I get a partner who lets me cry when I’m scared or sad or
furious. And he’ll just sit there with me and not once leave me
by myself.
I get a co-parent who looks my children in the eye and tells
them the truth about life.

I get to laugh with someone who gets the old jokes,
the ones I don’t have to keep explaining like I would
with a new friend.
I get someone who will always be outraged on my
behalf.
I get a mirror held up to my face, even when it
hurts. But somehow, since the mirror-holder loves
me, it doesn’t seem so hard to face.
I get to be the strong one sometimes, yoking up
next to him so I can help with the heavy stuff.
So no, romance isn’t the big idea in our relationship the way
it used to be. It’s still there, in the chocolate and the flowers
and the helium balloons he favors (and which startle me every
time I enter the room). It’s there in the looks we send across the
room sometimes, in the silly notes we leave each other in the
morning, in the quiet, rare moments we have alone.
But what we have, after nearly two decades of facing life
together, is richly, deeply layered. It’s strong and sure. It’s
comforting and steadfast. It absolutely never gives up.
Because what’s clear to me is that, even if there are days and
weeks when I don’t see the romance, there’s never been a single
day in all these years that I don’t see the love.
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Decisions, decisions: choosing a lawyer in Puerto Vallarta
able to practice law is to have a law
degree and a license (or Cédula in
Spanish). However, when lawyers
graduate from law school here, they
automatically receive their diploma
and their license to practice law
without any further tests, courses or
examinations.
This creates a problem because
every year thousands of students
graduate from law school here in
Mexico and they are all licensed
attorneys.
Normally only the
lawyers that graduate from the best
schools are able to find a good job
in the legal field, and consequently,
you may find that your taxi driver or
your plumber here in Puerto Vallarta,
is actually a licensed attorney.

Lic. Roberto Ortiz de Montellano Farias

So Mexican lawyers don’t have to
pass a bar exam in order
to practice law?
Unfortunately, no.
Here in
Mexico the only requirement to be

So what should I look for
in a lawyer in Mexico?
The first thing that you must do
when hiring a lawyer in Mexico is
to verify that he or she has a valid
Bachelor’s Degree in Law from a
Mexican law school, which is called
Licenciado/a en Derecho in Spanish.
You have to be aware however there
are about two thousand universities
in Mexico offering a Law Degree
and the range of this universities
varies from a low-quality education
to a high-quality education with
standards equal to those of an Ivy
League university.
Another thing you should verify

(See location number on Central Map)

Starting a new life in a different
country is a big adventure because
you have to deal with a new culture, a
different language, different customs
and of course, different laws. When
in a new country there will be always
the need for professional services:
legal, medical, financial, and so on.
Choosing the right people who will

provide you with these services is of
the outmost importance. However,
you have to be very careful and you
have to conduct a thorough research
before hiring so you don’t end up
in the wrong hands. Regarding
lawyers, falling into the hands of an
unexperienced or unknowledgeable
lawyer can bring you serious
liabilities.
Unfortunately, this
happens quite often, and you can end
up with a licensed attorney who has
practically no knowledge of the law
or is quite incapable. This happens
mostly because of the bar exam here
in Mexico … which is nonexistent.

6

about your Mexican attorney is
his work experience. Like with
any profession, the more work
experience, the better this attorney
might be. However, this work
experience should be relevant to
the practice of law, such as legal
department of companies, law
firms, government agencies, and so
on. The more renowned the places
where the attorney acquired his
experience, the better.
Finally, the last thing to check
are references from clients. This
will give you a wider perspective
on what the attorney is able to do
and if the service he has provided is
reliable, accurate and of quality.
Choosing and attorney in Mexico
is not an easy task. The due
diligence must be thorough, but in
the end, you will have some peace
of mind knowing that you are in the
right hands.
Roberto Ortiz de Montellano
is a Mexican-Licensed Attorney
at Law with over twenty years of
professional legal experience. He
started his own practice in Puerto
Vallarta six years ago. His areas
of expertise focus mostly on Real
Estate Law, Business Law, HOAs
and Estate Planning.
He may be contacted at
roberto@ortizdemontellano.com
www.ortizdemontellano.com
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Be My Valentine: 15 years loving Los Bambinos
Celebrate this Valentine’s Day
and week, with Los Bambinos as
you experience the delightful heart
of Puerto Vallarta.
What is Puerto Vallarta? It is a
community of warm and friendly
people, who remember your face, if
not also your name. Puerto Vallarta
has an excellent culinary tradition
with a culture of fabulous service.
Puerto Vallarta holds the magic
of another era and invites you there
through the music of love.
This Sunday, February 14th, Los
Bambinos and Bambinos Trattoria
have prepared an exceptional
evening for you to wine and dine
with your friends and loved ones.
Join the group as they bring to life
an exciting selection of emblematic
romantic songs from musical
history. Elvis Presley, Frankie Valli,
Everly Brothers and Luis Miguel
are a few of the artists whose songs
you will hear during the evening.
Prepare to be amazed by the
flavors of the night as the chef
brings unique selections to your
table in a 3-course menu for $790.
pesos (price includes the show).
Experience an unforgettable dinner
and show this evening. Don’t miss
it. Seating begins at 6 p.m.
This season Los Bambinos
present for you EXCLUSIVE live
performance, based on the show
that YOU and your private party
wish to view.
This is offered in a totally sanitized
venue for your convenience,
and best yet, the whole venue is
private and reserved just for you!
That’s right… Bambinos Trattoria
becomes your personal live music
venue!
Because we care about your
safety…
- You choose the date,
time and show |
Any night Monday to Thursday
- You choose the hour of your
event 4 PM | 6PM | 8PM

DINNER & SHOW
GREEN SALAD
A delicious salad with pecans, goat cheese and strawberries
VALENTINE’S SURF & TURF
Mahi mahi prepared with a lemon cream sauce
served with scalloped beef stuffed with prosciutto and cheese,
accompanied by vegetables
STRAWBERRIES & WHISKY CREAM
A martini glass of lovely strawberries and rich whisky cream

You choose the show:
The Beatles, Queen, Rock and Roll
Legends or Latin UNPLUGGED
show.
- Your reservation includes
a welcome round of cocktails
+ appetizers
- Invite a maximum of 12 people
to your party
Los Bambinos and their team at
Bambinos Trattoria are committed
to creating a safe and Covid-free
environment for their shows this
season. Following the government
protocols everyone will have their
temperature checked, and hands
and shoes sanitized.
In Bambinos Trattoria we want
you to know that YOUR safety is
our TOP priority.
CHECK OUT Los Bambinos
Dinner & Show themes
to choose from:
Tribute to the Beatles:
Growing up listening to the
Beatles, The Morales brothers bring
their own four-part harmonies to
the stage playing a show of classics.

Los Bambinos harmonies
and instrumentation perfectly
captures the sound of one of
the most recognized groups
in musical history.
Bohemian Rhapsody QUEEN:
The QUEEN revival show
is a great musical challenge
for the group with complex
harmonies and sophisticated
instrumentation.
Full of
energy and rhythm, this
show will make you vibrate
as you experience a night full
of vocals.
Rock and Roll LEGENDS:
Los Bambinos take you on a
musical tour offering a great
compilation of the world’s
most emblematic tunes
from the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s,
80, and more! Revive those
memories and experience
a fun and touching evening
of a spectacular selection of
artists.

LATIN UNPLUGGED: Things
will heat up on this show when Latin
hits rule. Let Los Bambinos add an
extra pep in your step with some
spicy tunes that really hit the spot.
Come on down for a full evening of
Latin music in their famous Latin
Music Show! This concert brings
you the heart of Latin American
music that is an intimate part of Los
Bambinos’ own musical history.
Mark your calendar for any of
the beautiful performances and
experience a memorable Dinner
& Show in your private venue.
Bambinos Trattoria is a great
place to enjoy fresh Italian food,
prepared by a team of talented Chefs.
Bambinos Trattoria is located at 314
Aguacate, corner of Carranza street
in the Romantic Zone on the south
side of town. Reserve now at 322222-4357 (English Spoken).
Buy tickets online at
www.bambinostrattoria.com
See you at the show!
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Tajin - Hot and Spicy!
Christie Seeley

Vallartasounds.com

(See location number on Central Map)

If you are not familiar with
the “Son Jarocho” or the music
from Veracruz, Nestor Villaseñor
organizer of the group Tajin is
the man to know. In themselves,
the
meticulously
handcrafted
instruments used in this music
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utilize one solid piece of unique
wood. The music is spirited and
delightful to hear, but when the
lyrics are studied, you find it filled
with fun, “picardía” or roguishness,
and double meaning.
It is infectious. The songs
sometimes go on forever with verse
after verse, making fun of everyday
situations.

Each verse becomes more
capricious as the singers go on with
a second voice, often repeating
the first in a slightly different
manner. In the song El Gallo, a
woman complains that she thinks
the neighbor wants to catch her
rooster and make a stew, but then
you realize her neighbor may have
other plans for her “Gallo” or
man. Well, you see what I mean.
The music has the feeling of a
community gathering (a Fandango)
filled with dance (zapateado), joy,
and participation from all present
singing, as the songs are familiar
to the entire group, clapping and
dancing.
The instruments that create this
music are the Requinto for melody
and bass, Jarana of many sizes for
rhythm, Harp again carries the
theme.
At the same time, the jawbone
of the donkey provides percussion.
The Tarima, or wooden platform
for dance, is a community-building
tool and a musical instrument.
According to fandango experts,
leaving your soul on the Tarima
or “Dejar el alma en la Tarima”
is an expression one utters when...
one... has exhausted... oneself...
physically in zapateado (percussive
footwork) and all at once senses
a near-spiritual moment in the
process.
Nestor Villaseñor is from
Guadalajara and is the founder of
Tajín, which specializes in Son
Jarocho from Veracruz and other
indigenous varieties. He is expert in
pre-Hispanic musical instruments

and has a business in the Olas
Altas Saturday market, [when it is
open] where he sells these beautiful
pieces. Your mouth will water
seeing them even if you are not a
musician! Music fans worldwide
seek him out to purchase or admire
the beautiful handmade instruments
he displays.
Not only does he collect and
sell these gorgeous pieces of art,
but Nestor also plays them! His
group Tajin composed of Nestor
on Harp and flute, the lovely and
talented Magali Uribe, violin and
voice, Memo Rojas, guitar and
other instruments, and Ismael
Drummerboy Gomez percussion,
including the requisite donkey’s
jaw, produce awesome music in the
Veracruz style at various venues in
Puerto Vallarta.
Nestor and his group Tajin
recently played to a fascinated
audience at Cuates y Cuetes by the
Romantic Zone pier. They were
favorites at the Babel Bar on Isla
Cuale Island last year before the
popular venue closed due to the
pandemic.
I hope they will continue to play
at Cuates y Cuetes and find many
fun locations to thrill audiences as
the season opens up. Meanwhile,
don’t hesitate to visit Nestor at the
market on Saturdays.
You will be happy you did.
You can also contact him on his
Facebook page for information
regarding private events. I will be
sure to add performances on my
website calendar at vallartasounds.
com as I learn of them.
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Mirror, mirror, on the wall
Jaqui Karr
“Mirror, Mirror, on the wall who cares what you think?”
I’m a little tired of the world telling
me how I should look (especially the
73 year old fashion moguls who hire
15 year old anorexic kids to model
their clothes). How about you?
It’s easy to go crazy on this issue
because society pressure can be
heavy. I didn’t realize how heavy,
and how soon it starts these days
until I went to see a friend about 5
years ago…
“Jessica hates being here when
I have my friends over, she thinks
we’re all so old and boring.” (I was
41, my friend 40) “Not only is she
here, but has friends over too, so
please pardon the noise if they get
loud Jaqui.”
Neither one of us thought
anything of it until 20 minutes later.
Jessica, and what seemed like every
girl in her school, mobbed me in
the kitchen. Jess told them I was
a nutrition expert. So I had a room
full of girls begging me for weight
loss tricks …did I mention they
were NINE years old?!?!?
Women feel a severe amount
of pressure to look good whether
it is being thin, having nice skin,
beautiful hair… ah heck, I don’t
need to list it out. Which one of us
doesn’t know the list?
What shocks me is how much
younger and younger the pressure
hits. This craziness plays with our
minds for decades. Wrong kind of
compound interest. By the way,
we’re not alone, ladies. Guys are
starting to feel pressure too. Men’s
Vogue, GQ, have you seen some of
the magazines for men? But they
definitely don’t have it as bad as we
girls do. Yet.
Back to the original question:
Mirror, Mirror. So what do you
want to see when you look in it?

I’ll tell you what I want to see:
Life. Pure life. I want to see
vibrancy, glowing energy, clear
skin, brilliant eyes.
Healthy is the new sexy. And
healthy doesn’t mean you need to
look like a fitness model. Healthy
means not looking worn down.
Healthy means feeling energized
enough to do things and enjoy
them. A luminescent brightness
that people can spot from across the
room.
“Happy girls are prettiest.” Audrey Hepburn
Let’s talk about looking and
feeling happy in a moment. I don’t
want you to think I totally don’t
get it. First of all, I’m 50+, so yes,
I know all about the inevitable
changes, no matter how healthy
your habits are.
Botox is tempting, but toxic.
Did you know it was carcinogenic
(means cancer causing)? I was
recently listening to a lecture
by one of the world’s premiere
scientists, Dr. Vojdani talking about
how Botox and silicone implants
are not just carcinogenic, but they
also trigger auto-immune diseases.
No bueno girls. Not worth it.
BioSpa has a natural alternative
to Botox (it doesn’t involve
injecting GMO pig fat into you, in
case you’re wondering what’s in
Botox). They take a small amount
of your own blood and place it
in a sterile tube and run it in a
centrifuge to separate the different
components of the blood. White
and red blood cells are divided
from the platelets or plasma. This
plasma now contains a higher than
normal number of platelets and is
called PRP. No foreign stuff. No
carcinogenic stuff. No neurotoxins.
You can also ask them about their
Ozone Facial. The key component
is oxygen, simply an extra atom
more than normal. Oxygen is

good. I’m good with what’s rising
naturally from the ocean (just be
sure to stay out of the sun a few days
afterwards - if you’re on vacation,
schedule for last day before getting
on a plane back home - call ahead to
be sure you get in, they get totally
booked up fast).
Here’s what it comes down to:
there are treatments and then there
are treatments. Don’t do something
toxic to make yourself look a few
years younger today if you’re
risking all kinds of bad effects
tomorrow. Allergic reactions can
even be instant, never mind what
happens a few years from now.
Choose natural solutions with
natural ingredients and focus on
how to enhance it with food.
The winning formula is great
food + regular detox + supplements
/ superchargers.
Superchargers are things you
don’t do in your own kitchen,
like:
- EWOT: jump on a trampoline
while taking in pure oxygen
- Glutathione Nebulizer: just
breathe it in, goes right into your
system and it helps renew your
cells; natural anti-aging
- Meyer’s Cocktail: injection
of vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.

Ask Holistic BioSpa for a
consultation to customize a
“Diva Day” for you, it might look
something like:
1.- EWOT
2.- Lymphatic Drainage Massage
3.- Foot detox with
Meyer’s Cocktail
4.- Glutathione Nebulizer
5.- Facial
Just remember, keep a good
detox protocol running regularly,
hydrate well, and eat well. You
can’t look and feel gorgeous if your
system is drowning with toxins.
Get healthier, it’ll help you look
and feel happy. And happy girls
really are the prettiest.

Dr. Zoli
Holistic Bio Spa is located in
Plaza Marina, Local B-10. Open
Monday to Friday from 9 AM
to 6 PM, Tel: 322-221-1607.
www.HolisticBioSpa.com
Email: Info@HolisticBioSpa.com
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Tea Tree Oil
Krystal Frost

What, why and how?
Tea Tree oil (Melaleuca oil)
possesses over 92 different
compounds and, as such, possesses
almost endless ways it can be used
for wellness. But what is Tea Tree
oil? Tea Tree oil comes from the
Melaleuca plant from Australia,
where it was a daily necessity for
the ancient peoples there. The
Bundjalung Aboriginal people
from the coast of New South
Wales would apply the leaves
directly to the skin for a cooling
effect. Over time, the knowledge
of Melaleuca’s numerous benefits
spread worldwide, leading up to its
popular use today.
Uses and benefits
1.- One common use of Tea Tree
oil is for haircare. Many people use
Tea Tree oil for hair because of its
topical cleansing, rejuvenating, and
purifying properties. Unlike many
commercial haircare products, Tea
Tree oil offers a soft, gentle element
to any haircare routine. If you are
looking for ways to use Tea Tree
oil for hair, add a few drops of the
essential oil to your shampoo or
hair conditioner.
You can also put a few drops in
a carrier oil such as fractionated
coconut oil and massage it into your
scalp. This is great for rejuvenating
your hair.
2.- Are your make-up brushes in
need of some deep cleaning? Tea
Tree oil’s benefits for skin and
cleansing properties come together
in this Make-up Brush Cleanser*
with Tea Tree oil. Over time, your
make-up brushes get covered in old
make-up and dead skin cells. If
you don’t want to be spreading that
all over your face, you’ll need to
give your brushes a good cleaning

every once in a while. With just
three simple ingredients, including
Tea Tree oil, you can concoct
a *purifying makeup brush
cleanser that will get rid of builtup gunk - restoring your make-up
brushes to their former glory.
3.- Diffusing Tea Tree oil benefits
the air in your home because it
purifies and freshens as it disperses.
When diffusing Tea Tree oil on its
own, use three to four drops in the
diffuser of your choice. Looking
for a revitalizing diffuser blend that
will freshen and purify any room?
Add two drops of lemon, two drops
of eucalyptus, one drop of Tea Tree
oil, and one drop of peppermint to
your diffuser for a rejuvenating
diffuser bend that will cleanse the air
and awaken your senses.  
4.- The use of Tea Tree oil as a
skin cleanser and toner was first
discovered by the ancient aboriginal
peoples of Australia. Today many
people continue to use Tea Tree oil for
skin because of these purifying and
toning properties. You can achieve
clean, glowing skin with the help
of Tea Tree oil by simply including
it in your daily skincare routine.
Consider adding one to two drops of
Tea Tree oil to your facial cleanser
or moisturizer for added cleansing
properties. Making Tea Tree oil a
part of your daily skin routine will
help keep your skin clean, toned,
with a healthy appearance.
5.- Tea Tree oil can also be used
to help soothe occasional skin
irritations. When you experience
occasional skin irritations, apply one
to two drops of Tea Tree oil onto
the affected area, using fractionated
coconut oil to dilute the oil if
necessary.
The skin cleansing
properties of Tea Tree oil reach

further than just helping with the
occasional skin irritation, so it is
a good idea to make Tea Tree oil a
regular part of your skincare routine.  
6.- The same purifying properties
in Tea Tree oil can also be very
helpful for cleaning surfaces especially throughout the home.
Tea Tree oil is a good choice for
homemade cleaners due to its ability
to protect against environmental
and seasonal threats. If you want
an effective homemade cleaner,
add a few drops of Tea Tree oil to a
spray bottle with water and use on
surfaces throughout the house. This
mixture will help protect you and
your family against environmental
threats, and purify all your surfaces
with the herbaceous, green scent of
Tea Tree oil.
7.- The purifying properties of Tea
Tree oil aren’t just good for hair and
skin, you can also use Melaleuca oil
to keep your fingernails and toenails
looking and feeling healthy. Reap the
benefits of Tea Tree oil for nails by
applying some oil to your fingernails
and toenails after you get out of the
shower. When using Tea Tree oil
topically, first dilute with fractionated
coconut oil to prevent against any skin
sensitivity, and then apply a few drops
to your skin.
Now a confession.
It happened that I had a pretty
funky fingernail fungus brewing
on my ring finger. Ugly. I tried the
remedies I know of to no avail. Then
I visited a number of dermatologists
who in turn described a pretty heftypriced creams… again to no avail. I
even went to have laser treatments,
which seemed to help for a while,
but then the laser weakened the nail
tissue which succumbed to the same
pesky fungus. So, one day I noticed
the tea tree oil on the shelf in the
bathroom and put a few drops on
the infected area. And continued to
do so after each shower. I noticed a
difference in about a week, then the
whole nail grew in sound and pink.
Now I use it on all my nails after
clipping and filing and see a much
healthier nail, pink and smooth.

* Make-up brush cleaner
Tools
Medium bowl
Glass Container
Funnel
Brushes or makeup
to sanitize
Ingredients
2.5 tbs. castile soap
10 drops tea tree essential oil
1.5 cups hot water
Instructions
Place the ingredients to the
side of a medium-sized bowl.
Add water into the bowl.
Add 10 drops of tea tree oil,
and stir well.
Add castile soap into bowl
(the water must be hot)
Funnel mixture into a glass
jar for storage.
Shake well. You’ll notice it
foams when mixed.
To clean brushes, place
a brush in a jar filled with
brush cleaner.
Stir the brush in cleaner.
Let the brush sit for 30-60
minutes before rinsing with
water. Repeat if needed.
To dry the brush, place it
on a towel (with the bristles
hanging over the edge).
Store the remaining cleaner
in a cool place.
N.B.: Possible skin sensitivity.
Keep out of reach of children.
If you are pregnant, nursing, or
under a doctor’s care, consult your
physician. Avoid contact with eyes,
inner ears, and sensitive areas.
Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Are you stuck in shame?
Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW

How many times did you hear growing
up that “You should be ashamed of
yourself!”? We had done something
wrong and should have known better,
and so part of our scolding included
our parents making sure we felt shame,
hoping that would keep us from making
the same mistake again. Most learned
that concept so well, that we still say as
adults, that “I feel so ashamed”. Most of
us mean we feel embarrassed. We hope
no one, or very few people find out. We
certainly wouldn’t want anyone to judge
us, think less of us, lose respect for us,
or criticize us.
Never good enough
For some of us, these experiences
and this type of shame is not a big
deal and did not damage us. But for
a great many, shame was an everyday
occurrence and became a very common
feeling and experience. Some of
you can distinctly remember giving
up trying to please your parents and
saying that “they’re never satisfied”,
or “it’ll never be enough, no matter
what I do or how hard I try”. Even
when you did well, it wasn’t enough.
If you came in second place in a race,
it should have first place, if you got
a “B+”, it should have been an “A”.
Many parents compared their children
to other children, pointing out how they
didn’t measure up; weren’t as pretty,
or as smart, weighed too much and
needed to lose weight, until the point
that you learned all too well to spend
your life comparing yourself to others,
and never feeling like you measure
up. It has become the negative lens
you see yourself through. You do not
know any other perspective and you
don’t believe anyone else’s opinion.
Giving up… I’m not worth it
How could anyone develop a healthy
self-esteem and self-worth when all
they received was negative feedback?
Low self-esteem depletes any
motivation to learn, grow, improve,
or overcome an obstacle. Eventually
a “f--k it” attitude takes over and you
no longer care what anyone thinks nor

what consequences ensue. Shame is
now controlling your life and your
decisions. You’ve given up! You have
lost any hope of things improving.
This is when adolescents turn to
drugs and alcohol, drop out of activities
and quit sports teams, and start hanging
out with the wrong crowd. Melody
Beattie, author of a daily meditation
book called “The Language of Letting
Go”, (and “Codependent No More”),
states that “shame can be extremely
debilitating and can propel us deeper
into self-defeating and self-destructive
behaviors” (page 34). This is a very
difficult and painful place to end up.
Without proper help to interrupt such
behavior and motivate the person to
change, it will continue throughout
adulthood.
Shame holds you back
Of course not everyone reacts as
drastically to shame and they remain
much more functional, but unhappy
in certain areas of life, especially
relationships.
For most people,
shame is very misunderstood and in
many cases goes unidentified. Many
people do not know that it is shame
that is holding them back and causing
them their pain. Shame can be a very
powerful force in our life. Shame starts
in childhood and continues into our
adult life infesting our relationships
and our capacity to interact with others.
Becoming aware of shame is the first
thing necessary in order to heal from
it. There are many books written on
shame and the damage it causes. John
Bradshaw calls shame “toxic” in his
book, “Healing the Shame that Binds
You” (1988). There is another book
called “Shame: Spiritual Suicide”
(written by Vicki Underland–Roscow
1995). Doesn’t that title say at all?!
Shame versus Guilt
Another very important distinction
is to understand the difference between
shame and guilt. Basically, “shame”
is “I am bad” and “guilt” is “I did
something bad”. Shame defines us as a
bad person and guilt defines a specific

behavior that needs to be adjusted.
With shame there is an overwhelming
sense that who we are is not okay.
Isn’t it too bad that so many parents,
teachers, coaches, didn’t understand
this difference?! Shame disempowers
us leaving us feeling unworthy and
unlovable, and guilt empowers us to
change.
The book “Shame and Guilt:
Masters of Disguise”, written by Jane
Middleton-Moz, states “there is more
personal power in the experience of
guilt.” Even though we feel guilty
for what we have done, we have
control over future choices. However,
when we experience shame, we feel
“helplessness and powerlessness” (pg
55).
Melody Beattie defines “authentic
legitimate guilt” as the “feeling or
thought that what we did is not okay.
It indicates that our behavior needs to
be corrected and an amends needs to
be made”. (Beattie, pg 34). Making
the decision to change a behavior and
to make amends is a personal choice
made possible because you feel your
power to do so. It provides relief from
the guilt, liberating us and healing can
take place.
Fear of abandonment and rejection
Middleton-Moz points out that
when we experience guilt, we fear
punishment, when we experience
shame, we fear abandonment. The
guilt is resolved by fulfilling the
punishment and making amends,
but the fear of abandonment ensues.
When we experience guilt, we blame
our behavior, when we experience
shame, we blame our character,
further perpetuating our feelings of
inferiority and worthlessness. Each
time we are shamed, we are wounded
and our self-esteem suffers (pg 55,
56). The more we fear abandonment
and rejection, the harder we try to
please others, especially our parents,
denying our own feelings, especially
anger, and internalizing the pain.
We deny who we are, our needs and
desires, and fail to develop a strong
sense of self. We feel unlovable and
our need for approval persists, and we

become willing to do or say anything
to receive approval, avoid judgment
and criticism, and potentially rejection
and abandonment.
In order to change the quality of our
life and break the pain cycle of shame,
we must stop attaching to it just
because it’s familiar. Melody Beattie
encourages us to learn to “reject
shame”. We must learn to accept that
it’s okay to be who we are, that we are
“good enough”, that feelings are okay,
and that it’s okay to have problems,
make mistakes, and struggle to find
our path! (This is worth repeating to
yourself every day!) In doing so, we
accept our past; the family dysfunction,
the abuse, the trauma, and then we stop
letting it define us. (pg 34).
We must accept our humanness!
Accepting ourselves and letting go
of shame, are the beginning of our
journey of the recovery of “self”.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person,
by phone, or by skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com
Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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The Healing
Power
of Plants
mazcalteotl@gmail.com

Ricardo Mazcal
Herbalist and Nutritionist

Reconnect with the Earth. Naturally.
During human history, we walked, sat and slept on the ground. We
gathered wild foods for our domesticated animals and cultivated the
land with our bare hands. Later we developed tools and spent most
of our time naturally grounded.
Fast forward to today, we have become increasingly disconnected
from nature by our modern lifestyle. Conductive cotton clothing
and the leather shoes of our ancestors were replaced with insulated
rubber and plastics.
We have lost the natural connection with the earth. We sleep in beds,
and our homes are off the ground. Plastics are everywhere; synthetic
fabrics, asphalt roads, carpets and vinyl act as electrical insulation
blocking the natural grounding connection. We are immersed in
unnatural man-made electronic radiation emanating from household
appliances, mobile phones, WiFi, microwaves and cell towers that
blitz us continuously with excess free radical damage to our tissues
and cells. The Earth’s energy helps to knock down these excess free
radicals so that our body can heal and repair naturally, as it is meant
to. Consequently, to remain in good health, it is imperative that we
reconnect with this natural energy daily to counteract the damaging
effects of our modern lifestyle.
Spending time in nature is good for us. It is very beneficial to walk
on the beach, in parks and forests, and to go barefoot on the grass.
We need a sustained connection to the earth! Take off your synthetic
shoes and put on a pair of cotton socks for a short time each day: the
name of that practice is called grounding or earthing. Humans have
evolved in direct contact with the Earth’s subtle electric charge.
Grounding disconnect contributes to the chronic diseases prevalent
in industrialized cultures; barefoot contact with the earth can produce
instant changes in many physiological processes.

The sustained connection to the earth benefits the autoimmune
system, aids prevention and treatment of chronic inflammation,
and speeds wound healing. It helps reduce pain, decreases muscle
tension, aids sleep, and lowers stress.
Connecting with nature is good for the mind and body. Remember
that everything, including humans, is made up of atoms.
These microscopic particles contain equal numbers of negatively
charged electrons, which come in pairs, and positively charged
protons, so an atom is neutral, except when it loses an electron. When
an atom has an unpaired electron, it becomes a “free radical” with
a positive charge, capable of damaging our cells and contributing to
chronic inflammation, cancer and many other diseases. “Positive”
in this case is not a good thing.
The earth’s surface has a negative charge and is constantly
generating electrons that can neutralize free radicals acting as
antioxidants.
You may think antioxidants are produced just from food, but we
can also get them directly from the earth.
(See my article, “The Natural Rhythms of Life and the Circadian
Clocks” published in the PV Mirror September 4, 2020.)
Physical contact with the Earth’s surface benefits and regulates our
autonomic nervous system and holds on to our circadian rhythms
to regulate body temperature, blood pressure, digestion, hormone
secretion, and many other biological clocks synchronized with the
day/night cycle.
Being outdoors barefoot or with leather shoes or sandals is good for
you; try it and see if you notice any benefits. So how do we ground?
Allow your skin to be in contact with any natural conductors of the
earth’s electricity. You can walk barefoot on grass, moist soil, sand,
gravel or concrete. You can swim in the ocean, lake or other natural
bodies of water. You can sit under a tree leaning against the trunk.
If you have concerns about whether it is sanitary to walk barefoot
or sit outside, put a blanket or towel between your skin and the
ground. Natural fibers like cotton and wool do not interfere with
grounding and try leather-soled shoes. Digging gloveless in your
garden puts you in direct contact with the earth.
You will notice that you are more relaxed, sleeping better and have
less pain or fatigue. Use grounding as a treatment tool.
If you have any comments or questions, contact me by email or
find me at the Artisan Friday Morning Market in local #3 Isla Cuale
Island next to Oscar’s restaurant or at Arte Viviente (Living Art) on
Libertad at the corner of Matamoros (new location!), downtown
Vallarta, Monday and Wednesday, from 3 p.m to closing.
At Arte Viviente, you can find many organic supplements, 38 different
spices and many GMO-free, natural organic grown products. Organic
coffees, turmeric tincture, plus organic honey. Also, Ceylon cinnamon,
apple cider vinegar with the Mother, probiotics and prebiotics Maz-mix,
moringa leaf and herb powder, tinctures, herbal supplements and all
products mentioned in this article at Arte Viviente, they ship anywhere
and take PayPal and credit cards. Please contact Marcia Blondin, 322
159 9675, for assistance. Email me at mexicasupplement@gmail.
com for information about herbal supplements, tinctures, antiviral
herbs to achieve your nutrition and health goals.
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Viewpoint
Harriet Murray

4 priorities for buyers of Mexican real estate

1.
Insist on a comparative
market analysis of the “solds” and
a list of the competition on the
market for any villa or condo you
are considering buying. Don’t take
no for an answer.
Although it is true that
historically there has been a history
of not recording true sales prices
in the Mexican public registry, this
doesn’t have to continue, and it is
illegal. You, as a buyer, have the
right to information before you
spend your money.
Information of sold data: price, sell

date, area, and if there is a mortgage, is
important. Traditionally, seller financing
commands a higher sales price.
Some agencies do not show any
properties for sale but their own.
If you ask for the comparative
market analysis and a list of what is
available in the areas you like, you
should find more than one office’s
information, or this is a red flag.
Insist on comparisons of what
features the sold properties have
versus the one you are considering
buying. Opinion is cheap, and
thought requires work.

2.- Be careful about which
agent you choose. Mexico does
not require education or fiduciary
standards for persons selling real
estate. At the present time, anyone,
national or foreigner, can write up
a sales contract for you to sign and
receive a commission, whether his
work is correct or not.
Foreigners
should
have
permission to work from the
government and be able to give you
a copy of their RFC or registration
in the tax authority, which shows
they are a business.
If anyone trying to sell you
something or acting as your agent
tries to talk you out of professional
advice, consider that as a red flag.
3.- Insist upon the purchase funds
being put into an escrow account.
There is no reason for you to use
an account of the broker (which is
prohibited by our AMPI chapters in
the Bay of Banderas), or to use the
notary or any private individual.
Don’t be talked into the idea that
the cost of an escrow account is
too expensive or a waste of money.
Reputable
escrow
companies
provide a “Do not proceed” with
any purchase until you obtain local
professional advice badly needed
service at reasonable fees. There
are reputable escrow companies
you can use in Mexico.

4.- Do not proceed with any
purchase until you obtain local
professional advice. Unless you
are a national and understand
Mexican real estate law and taxes,
or you are a foreigner who is fluent
in the language and understand the
Mexican real estate and tax law,
you are not capable of representing
yourself. There are knowledgeable
real estate agents, attorneys, and
accountants available.
There are no formally approved
real estate contracts, and no
disclosure regulations for you
to depend upon. You have to
be aware and become good at
asking questions and using good
judgement.
You have a great opportunity
right now to find a wonderful deal
on a villa or condominium in our
market of Puerto Vallarta, Bucerias
and La Cruz, Punta Mita and many
points in between. If you take
sound steps in the process, you will
be very fortunate and happy, for
many reasons, to own a home here.
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences. I recommend
that each potential buyer or seller
of real estate conduct his own due
diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at
harriet@casasandvillas.com | www.casasandvillas.com
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Emergency

Ongoing Events & More...
The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) may still be open. $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla usually performed @ 6 p.m. on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.
- Fridays – Virtual Shabbat Services until
further notice. Info & Reservations:
Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com
PLEASE NOTE! The 3 Hens & a Rooster
and the Cuale Artisan Friday Market
(both on the Isla Cuale) markets are open!
Check them out on Facebook
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal
rescued by the SPCA, please contact:
spcapv@gmail.com
- Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1
& 3 p.m. - El Salado Estuary Mangrove used
to offer tours with bilingual guides, which
could be reserved at 226-2878 or 044 (322)
175-7539. Last week, they offered a beautiful
virtual tour. Please check out their Facebook
page for more information:
https://www.facebook.com/esteroelsalado

PLEASE leaf through this issue for events
that do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON
FACEBOOK!
For a comprehensive list of most -if not allcharity groups and non-profit organizations
in and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

Solution to crossword page 23

Solution to sudoku page 23
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Striped Marlin dominate,
Jack Crevalle increasing,
spotty red tide
Stan Gabruk

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

A few weeks ago, we saw an
incredible drop in water temperatures
which of course pushed the warm
water species out, and rather quickly
I might add. It decimated the
local fishing, but things have
improved. Water temperatures
are now 70 degrees pretty much
in all our world famous fishing
grounds.
So the local conditions have
become a bit more attractive as
we have more Striped Marlin
moving in. Covid on the other
hand is causing some tourism
challenges, but not when it
comes to fishing. For those
lucky enough to be “stuck” in
Puerto Vallarta, you will for the most
part have empty fishing grounds.
For the moment the fishing is about
as good as you could hope for with
plenty of action and Whales are just
a side benefit!
When you think of Corbeteña,
images of huge Yellowfin Tuna, Big
Marlin, Sailfish and more come to
mind. But now that we’re coming
into the full-fledged winter fishing
season, the larger warm water species
have headed south for the winter.
There are always Yellowfin Tuna at
Corbeteña, now the size will vary but
they’re always there… At this time
of the year we consider ourselves
lucky to have Striped Marlin to 150

lbs., Jack Crevalles to 50 lbs., Cubera
Snappers for the jiggers to 60 lbs.
Possible Amber Jacks and of course
Yellowfin Tuna running about 30 lbs.
and possibly upwards, depending on
what’s happening.
The area around Punta Mita isn’t
all that exciting for now. North of
Sayulita there is always the possibility
of Sailfish, but you’d be rolling the
dice on that one. Jack Crevalle can
be found around the point but that’s
no reason to head to this area. The
surrounding fishing grounds have
Pompano to 30 lbs., Jack Crevalle to
45 lbs. are pretty much everywhere,

Sierra Mackerel of course, and Bonito
are getting larger by the day. The
downside here is the simple fact the
authorities’ patrol this area around
the Marietas, it’s a protected area and
those fishing this area are taking their
chances. If you would rather avoid
this issue, the El Moro area has these
same species with the possibility of
Wahoo and Striped Marlin as well. So
keep your wits about you and stay in
areas where you don’t have to sweat
the consequences.
Inside the bay is much the same
with some small subtle differences.
Yes, we still have Jack Crevalle,
but they’re picking up in numbers
(finally) and the size range is up to

50 lbs., if lucky, especially around
Nuevo Vallarta and the area around
Garza Blanco or Punta Negra. Sierra
Mackerels to 12 lbs. are still a stable
of the bay for early morning anglers
close in. Bonito are picking up in
size as well up to 20 lbs., remember
they are part of the Tuna family and
are great eating, so they’re keepers.
Snapper are around the structure as
always and of course there are always
the Grouper, Bass and Snook running
the cold water river areas and secret
spots! So fishing in the bay is fun and
exciting as long as your expectations
don’t include “Moby Dick” being
boated! For now a 6-hour trip is
a good way to spend the day, and
remember, there are Whales in the
bay so you can “multi-task” your time
on the water, amigos.
As mentioned, water temperatures
have leveled off at 70 degrees and
shouldn’t get any colder than that
unless crazy currents show up again.
The bite is mid-morning, but for
species like Jack Crevalle the
bite is late morning. Best to be
where you want to be by 08:00
if possible. Bait conditions are
changing with massive amounts
of Sardines in huge bait ball all
over the bay out to Corbeteña.
Every species loves Sardines and
the possibility of Rooster fish
moving is a little greater. We’re
also seeing those one-inch shelled
Squid roaming the area again
which makes things a bit more
challenging. All in all, the fishing
is pretty good for the winter angler or
the family that wants to have some
smaller game fish action!

Remember that we’re doing private
tours for anything you have in mind
for groups to families with our own
private airport transfers / private
transportation at reasonable rates.
We can also pick up your group up
with favorable pricing. If interested
in sharing a boat, contact us as well
and we’ll do what we can to “hook
you up”! For those looking for Bass
fishing, we have the “Endless Action”
trips that focus on catching “blue
plate specials”. And as always, if you
have any questions, feel free to ask us,
we won’t sell you a timeshare!
Until next week, don’t forget to
Kiss Your Fish!

Stan Gabruk
Web page: www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
Local Phone at: 322 779 7571 or
our international number is: 011
52 322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time.
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle
is protected under trade mark law and
is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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of cellular companies everywhere.
Meanwhile, Skype (that was
bought by Microsoft in 2011 for
$8.5 Billion US) is definitely
worried by this newest competitor
and rightly so. Skype has stalled
out at 300 million active monthly
users. Today, WhatsApp already
has 500 million active daily users.
WhatsApp is now used in over
180 countries, and users send more
than 150 million messages on
the app every day… and it is one
of the most popular social media
platforms today, tied almost with
Facebook Messenger.
Twitter seems to have stalled in the
new user’s race as well. Founded in
2006, Twitter active user base sits
around 330 million. Tumblr, started
in 2007 and owned by Yahoo since
2013, is around 800 million users.
Instagram, which is primarily a
mobile photo/video sharing site has
gone from startup in 2010 to 800
million users by end of 2019, adding
100 million new users annually.
Recent surveys found that 61% of
the users of Facebook have taken a
break from it from time to time, and
more than 27% said they planned to
spend less time there in the future.
In addition, a fifth of online adults
who were not Facebook users said
they had used Facebook at one
time, but dropped it and never
returned. The top reason for taking
a break from the site was time. 21%
of members said they were too busy
for it. There it is... TIME.
I’ve seen some friends sit for
hours sifting through updates and

Social Media
over 1 Billion users logging in daily
and of that, over 800 million daily
users log in with a mobile device.
These numbers are staggering.
This means more than 25% of the
world’s population use Facebook
every month! Facebook is not
satisfied to just stop there either.
They are building things like
internet-beaming drones and laying
fiber optic cable in Africa to bring
the internet and Facebook to reach
more remote areas of the world.
Relatively “young” WhatsApp,
which is a free smartphone to
smartphone text messaging app, has
already taken the world by storm
and was at 1.5 Billion monthly
active users by the end of 2020.
Started in 2010 by two former
Yahoo employees, WhatsApp has
tapped into the huge smartphone
user market, and single handedly
did away with old-school cellular
text messaging… and its money
grabbing fees by cellular companies.
In late 2014, Facebook bought
WhatsApp for $19 Billion US.
They have since added free voice
calls between WhatsApp users
as well, which helps the world’s
consumers keep excess cellular call
charges down, much to the dismay

(See location number on Central Map)

Over the past 10 years, we’ve
become more and more “addicted”
to our online life and particularly
with mobile devices as they can
now do more and more. The biggest
culprit seems to be social media.
All but gone are the pioneering
MSN, Yahoo and AOL Messengers
while cross platform connectivity
has become the norm. But what are
the costs of this since it has become
such a big part of our lives?
Back in 2004, Facebook was
still a closed social network at the
University level and MySpace was
only a year old itself, while social
media was in its infancy. Back
then, we used the internet mainly
for email and getting the news. But
between 2005 and 2015 all that
changed. Over those 10 years, social
media exploded along with online
video streaming and photo sharing
which is now commonplace.
Fast forward to 2021 and
MySpace is all but gone, and what
is left, is mainly a home for music
artists (since Justin Timberlake
invested in the company in 2011)…
meanwhile Facebook (as of the
end of 2019) has now passed 2.1
BILLION active monthly users.
Facebook and Instagram both have
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new posts of news or photos from
friends far and wide on one social
media app or another. I personally
have never gotten deeply into
Facebook or Instagram, for that
very reason… I just don’t have the
time.
Now with the times we are
currently living in, we do have
MUCH more time on our hands.
Social media can be a comfort to us
to stay connected with loved ones
that we can’t see in person, which
is a good thing. But on the other
hand, be careful, not to use social
media as your only source of news.
Anyone can set up a Facebook
page in minutes and start spewing
all kinds of fake news and
misinformation. Always take with
a grain of salt things you read
on social media and cross check
“facts” with other sources.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so
at www.RonnieBravo.com and
click on “articles”. See you again
next week... until then, remember:
only safe Internet! AND stay
safe personally by staying home
as much as possible AND using a
mask when out!
Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery,
Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware upgrades,
Graphic Design, House-calls available.
Cellular 322-157-0688 or just email to
Canmex@Gmail.com
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The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle
John Lieb | Edited by: Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 20

S U DO KU !

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 20

